QUICK FACTS
Background
The client—a publicly traded,
global corporation with $4
billion in annual sales, 17,500+
employees, operations in 50+
countries and 300+ locations—
creates extraordinary flow
control solutions to solve
complex fluid motion and
control challenges for its
customers.

Client Pain Points
The client was suffering from
an unnecessarily complex
network architecture, which
was negatively impacting its
overall operations. With its
IT footprint spread out across
250+ locations and different
data centers, infrastructure
monitoring and maintenance
has become a headache,
leading to frustration and lost
man-hours due to inefficiency.

THE SOLUTION
Nsight was tasked to bring order by devising a strategy for managing the client’s
spread out IT infrastructure under a single roof. Using a singlepoint solution called
SolarWinds, Nsight enabled the client to obtain 360-degree visibility and monitor
all of its network devices, servers, storage, and applications under one roof — even
though they were hosted in different regions — so it could maximize its infrastructure
resources.
Nsight implemented this single-point tool strategy by:
Collecting and completing all global asset information that needed to be monitored
Segregating all nodes into node categories (Network, Server, Application, Storage & Backup
Segregating all nodes by region, location, and site, and tagging assets with standard asset
codes to help easily identify each node category
Planning and agreeing on phase-wise node configuration for monitoring
Configuring infrastructure monitoring with high availability
Configuring the database with clustering methodology

As part of Nsight’s solution, the client was able to obtain the following modules that enabled it
to keep close tabs on its IT infrastructure operations:
Network Performance Monitor

Backup Monitor

Network Configuration Management

IP Subnet Monitor

Software Application Monitor

Network Topology Mapper

Network Traffic Analyzer
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BUSINESS BENEFITS
Thanks to Nsight’s timely intervention, the client was able to rein in its chaotic IT infrastructure. By leveraging
the capabilities of the SolarWinds solution, the client is now able to:
Analyze its network architecture and implement data traffic optimization plans
Monitor and maintain its IT infrastructure 24/7
Enable proactive monitoring with issue identification and notification for troubleshooting and resolution
Maintain scheduled backups for all L2 network devices using a single point of contact
Identify frequently impacted network nodes/devices

ABOUT NSIGHT
Nsight helps organizations orchestrate their digital transformation around business solutions in Customer
TM
Engagement, User Experience, ERP, IoT, Analytics, Security and AI & ML. Our strong partnerships with SAP,
TM
TM
TM
TM
Oracle, AWS, Salesforce and Microsoft help us stay up to speed with the most recent innovations and
technologies and provide a wide spectrum of system integration services.
In today’s digital age, we are the perfect partner you can count on as we recognize the digital and real-life
challenges of your industry. We help you align your business in every step to give you the competitive advantage.
We support organizations of all sizes and deliver turnkey projects in crunch timelines. We discover, design,
deliver, manage and continuously enrich business solutions so our clients can meet their customer’s changing
requirements. We offer Managed Services Packages where we provide all services and support under one
umbrella with our proven Global Delivery Model.
Our experts bring in deep industry experience and we understand the marketplace you are in, your industry and
the technology that can solve your current pain points and future needs. And we bring together our proficiency
with bespoke regional proximity, global competencies and our trusted principles - constantly finding the right
balance for each individual client.
By incorporating our best practices to ensure uncompromised quality and lower TCO with flexible engagement
models, we have been successfully transforming businesses across the world for over 15 years.
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